
Fiery Command WorkStation
The award-winning Fiery Command 
WorkStation®, the powerful, intuitive job 
management interface, lets users:

• Manage all Fiery DrivenTM printers remotely 
from Mac or Microsoft® Windows® clients

• Achieve complex tasks with fewer clicks 

• Increase efficiency and reduce errors with 
server-based automated workflows that are 
easy to set up and use throughout a print 
facility

Command WorkStation keeps getting better. 
EFI updates it on a regular basis. Get the latest 
functionality for free at efi.com/cws

Exclusive HyperRIP  
processing technology
Fiery HyperRIP is a unique parallel 
processing technology that enables blazing-
fast RIP speeds. Two HyperRIP modes (for 
single and multiple jobs) can increase RIP 
speed up to 55%, help achieve uninterrupted 
production and avoid lost  
production time.

HyperRIP

VDP compatibility
Fiery servers support the most industry 
standards and legacy formats including:

• Fiery FreeForm™; 
free, entry-level VDP 
technology

• PPML 2.0/2.5/3.0

• PDF/VT-1 and 2

• Creo VPS™

• Xerox VIPP™ (for Xerox 
print engines only)

EFI’s VDP solutions are also compatible with 
most VDP applications, including DARWIN, 
DesignMerge®, EFI MarketDirect, FusionPro®, 
GMC PrintNet, Persona™ Cross Media 
Suite, PlanetPress®, PrintShop Mail, Proform 
Designer and XMPie® uDirect® software.

RIP and hold time per minute

based on a 1,786 page, A3 Variable Data PDF

RIP and hold time: 576-page, 3.5 GB PDF file
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Fiery servers are more 
than 2 times faster

Expand your staff’s expertise on Fiery technology to take full advantage of your Fiery 
investment and make the most of your production capacity.

EFI sells a variety of Fiery print servers with different configurations. This brochure describes many of the features that can be found 
in Fiery external and embedded servers. Some of these features may not be available for a particular combination of Fiery server and 
print engine. To verify the availability of specific features and functions, contact your Fiery vendor.

Ask an expert
Find answers to your questions, 
share ideas, and discuss EFI 
products with our global 
community of experts.

Visit communities.efi.com.

EFI Communities

Start today at  
learning.efi.com

Free training resources
Stay current with the learning resources 
that best fit your needs:

• e-learning courses

• Express videos

• Simulated learning environments

• Step-by-step tutorials with sample files

• World of Fiery Webinars 

• ABC guides

• Product guides

• Variable data sample kit

• White papers

• Case studies

Fiery certification
Validate your competence in Fiery 
technology, give your employees a path for 
professional development and increase your 
credibility as a print service provider with our 
certification program:

• Fiery Professional 
Certification

• Fiery Expert 
Certification

Train staff to streamline production Performance for today’s market

Nothing herein should be construed as a warranty in addition to the express warranty statement provided with EFI products and services.
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EFI fuels success.
We develop breakthrough technologies for the manufacturing of signage, packaging,  
textiles, ceramic tiles, and personalized documents, with a wide range of printers,  
inks, digital front ends, and a comprehensive business and production workflow suite  
that transforms and streamlines the entire production process, increasing your  
competitiveness and boosting productivity. Visit www.efi.com or call 650-357-3500  
for more information.
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Fuel your print 
production success 
with Fiery.

Fiery® Print Servers

Fiery®Print Servers

Fiery® Print Servers

Fiery®Print Servers

Why speed is important
The faster speed of Fiery servers moves 
data to print engines faster, so they never 
have to cycle down. This keeps engines 
continuously running for higher production 
efficiency that increases capacity to produce 
more jobs and generates higher profit for  
your business.

http://www.efi.com/cws
https://communities.efi.com
https://communities.efi.com
http://learning.efi.com
http://learning.efi.com
http://www.efi.com


Real-time previews 
Fast and flexible previews make your 
operators more 
productive. Use 
the Raster Preview 
feature to add, delete 
and re-order pages, 
or even merge pages 
from another job, 
immediately before printing.

JOB SUBMISSION PREPRESS MAKEREADY OUTPUT MANAGEMENT PROCESSING

EFI MarketDirect 
StoreFront

Fiery JobFlow™

Fiery Graphic  
Arts Package,  
Premium Edition

Fiery JobMaster™

Fiery Impose

Fiery Compose

Fiery Central Fiery servers

Fiery Command 
WorkStation

DEVICE 
MANAGEMENT
Fiery Navigator

VDP
Fiery VDP Technology

COLOR
Fiery Color Management

Fiery Color Profiler Suite

COLOR & IMAGING

MIS/ERP
EFI Productivity Suite

CONNECTION
Fiery JDF

Fiery API

3rd party: Agfa Apogee,  
Heidelberg Prinect, Kodak  
Prinergy®, and Screen EQUIOS

CONNECTION

Watch a video at 
fiery.efi.com/FWS

Produce, adapt and grow 
The Fiery Workflow Suite products expand 
the power of Fiery servers, providing 
solutions for every stage in the print 
production process. The modular products 
broaden the server functionality for more 
advanced color management, automation 
and job preparation. 

You can choose what you need now, and 
add more over time to adapt to changing 
market demands or to grow your business. 

Powerful digital front ends  
drive increased profitability
More than just a RIP, Fiery® servers offer both standard and  
optional tools to maximize your print engine investment.

Job management

Job automation

Color management

Preflight and softproof

Media management

Process (RIPping)

Document makeready

Variable data

Finishing support

MIS/Web-to-Print  
integration

Fiery Command WorkStation®

COLOR & IMAGING

CONNECTIONMANAGEMENT

PRODUCTIVITY

Fiery DFEs provide 
constant innovations 
in color and imaging, 
productivity, 
management and 
connection — so you 
can produce high-
quality, accurate 
output; quickly and 
efficiently.

Amazing, precise, consistent color. 
High-quality images.
Print perfect PDFs 
Supports and guarantees full 
compliance with PDF/X-4 standard 
to reproduce transparent page 
elements, overprints and multiple 
color spaces preserving the designer’s intent.

Improve image quality
Smooth low-resolution 
images and gradation 
transitions in line art. 
Preserve fine detail in text 
and vector elements to 
improve edge quality.

Enhance individual images 
in a job, without opening and  
editing the file in the native application.

Sharpen images and enhance colors for 
better-looking output.

Reproduce brand colors 
Deliver the most accurate spot color 
output with ease.

Edit spot colors to match 
customer’s preference.

Create and share custom 
spot color libraries 
including the latest 
PANTONE® approved libraries.

Profile for accurate color 
Create an ICC profile that defines the 
gamut of your print system to ensure 
the best possible output.

Match color across multiple presses 
and on different stocks.

Create a color workflow that precisely 
matches industry color references.

Ensure correct output with  
prepress tools
Visually check and adjust 
the final raster output 
before printing to save 
time and reduce waste.

Preflight fonts, spot 
colors, low-resolution 
images, hairlines below threshold, 
overprints and PostScript® errors.

Quickly and easily identify potential printing 
issues such as mixed-source colors and 
missing spot colors with job diagnostic 
reports.

Produce advanced,  
high-value documents
Advanced PDF-based makeready functions 
let you tackle higher-value jobs such as 
catalogs, manuals, proposals, reports and 
books with a high degree of efficiency and 
accuracy. Reduce waste and save time with 
interactive and visual job previews that:

• Cut waste with visual tab preview 

• Simplify and speed creation of standard,  
bleed-edge and multibank tabs

• Easily integrate and clean up scanned  
hard-copy pages 

The power of personalization
Fiery servers deliver fast, flexible variable 
data printing (VDP) capabilities. Proprietary 
rendering technology prints opaque, 
overprinted and transparent objects 
correctly, giving designers confidence that 
complex graphical elements will print as 
intended. As the only server to support 
PPML 3.0, the Fiery DFE enables the use 
of transparency even across variable and 
reusable content. Fiery features such as VDP 
Record Range Printing and intuitive visual 
previews make it easy to print VDP jobs 
correctly and efficiently.

Try Fiery software for free
Experience the full power of Fiery DFEs with 
30-day free trials of Fiery workflow software. 
Request your free trial at fiery.efi.com/freetrials.

Speed makeready, reduce waste 
Operators can use scalable, easy-to-use 
makeready functions on a client workstation 
or on the Fiery server with Fiery Command 
WorkStation. For more complex makeready 
tasks, Fiery Workflow Suite offers additional 
tools: Fiery Impose, Fiery Compose and Fiery 
JobMaster, all with the same user interface, 
so operators can easily:

• Preview all jobs exactly as they will print

• Merge or move pages with  
drag-and-drop simplicity

• Handle last-minute edits with  
Adobe Acrobat® Pro and Enfocus PitStop 
Edit

http://fiery.efi.com/FWS
https://www.efi.com/support-and-downloads/fiery-free-software-trials/

